
Detecto 1052TBS Bakers Dough Scale, 8 lb x 1/4 oz

Detecto's Mechanical Bakers Dough Scales are rugged, accurate scales designed specifically for the
baker. Supplied with all high-contact parts, base, 9" (229mm) platters, and poise weight made of
stainless steel, the beam is chrome-plated. 

 

Manufature: Detecto
SKU: 1052TBS  

UPC: 809161103700 
Dimensions

X: 25.00   Y: 13.00   Z: 
16.00 

Please Call
(800)832-0055 

Features

Detectos Mechanical Bakers Dough Scales are rugged, accurate scales designed specifically for
the baker. The 1051 and 1052 stainless steel series come in a variety of capacities listed below to
suit your needs. Supplied with all high-contact parts, base, 9" (229mm) platters, and poise weight
made of stainless steel, the beam is chrome-plated and the precision-built mechanism is epoxy
coated. A seamless, easy cleaning plastic scoop and weight set complete the package - a package
designed for most any bakers needs. Used extensively in retail bakeries as well as other food
establishments, these models provide long-tem, accurate use.

1051/1052 Series Specifications

Finish: Stainless steel base, platter, and poise weight

Platform: 9" (229mm) diameter

Scoop: White plastic

1051/1052 Series Bakers Dough Scale Model Comparison



Scales from us provide a 90 days replacement guarantee ONLY if the product is non functional, and
customer must save original package. 
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1051/1052 Series Bakers Dough Scale Model Comparison

Model Capacity Beam Graduations Scoop Shipping Weight
1051TBS 16 lb 16 oz x 1/4 oz 38 lb / 17 kg

1051TBSKG 8 kg 500 g x 5 g 38 lb / 17 kg

1052TBS 8 lb 16 oz x 1/4 oz 30 lb / 14 kg

1052TBSKG 5 kg 16 oz x 1/4 oz 30 lb /14 kg
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